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This paper presents an innovative method for using foam concrete as a typical building material for soft structures in underground
coal mines subjected to dynamic loading. To understand the behaviour of foam concrete under impact loading, a total of 30
specimens with a diameter of 50 mm and a height of 50 mm were experimentally tested using a 75 mm diameter split Hopkinson
pressure bar (SHPB) device. The key parameters investigated in the present study included the type of foam concrete (ﬂy ash and
sand), the density of foam concrete (1000, 1200 and 1400 kg/m3), and the impact velocity (3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0 m/s). Six
specimens were also tested under static loading for comparison. The stress-strain curve of foam concrete under impact loading
showed three stages, started with a linear elastic stage, followed by a yield stage and ended with a pore wall destruction stage. The
test results also indicated that the dynamic increase factor, ultimate compressive strength, tenacity, and speciﬁc energy absorption
increase with the strain rate under the same density. In particular, both the failure model and the behaviour of foam concrete were
aﬀected by the impact velocity. The ﬁndings of this research provide a reference for further research on the application of foam
concrete in underground coal mines.

1. Introduction
Foam concrete is widely used as a sustainable building
material in many infrastructures and constructions, such
as the roof of a building [1, 2], the thermal insulation layer
outside a concrete wall [3], the backﬁll of an abandoned
mine, and the support system for an underground coal
mine [4]. In addition, foam concrete is also widely utilized
for the runway systems of airports [5], the storage of water
in sandy areas, and the stabilization of nuclear buildings
and can be applied in landscape gardens, shock-absorbing
panels, bridge or bridge arch inﬁll [6], and pipework
protection [7]. Recently, foam concrete has been further
introduced into coal mines as a soft structure to control
the stability of the surrounding rock mass under dynamic
loading.

The strong-soft-strong structural model features the
excavation roadway at its centre. The rock mass within a coal
mine surrounding an excavation roadway is divided into
three structures from the centre outward: an internal strong
structure, an intermediate soft structure, and an external
strong structure. In contrast to the use of traditional anchor
bolts and anchor cables, which contribute little to controlling the surrounding rock under dynamic loading (e.g.,
a rock burst), foam concrete plays a critical role in dissipating and absorbing the energy of rock bursts occurring
throughout mine roadways. Figure 1 illustrates the strongsoft-strong structural model proposed by Gao et al. [8]. The
internal strong structure, which is generally 6∼12 m thick,
constitutes the roadway support layer, which is used to
maintain the stability of mine roadways by supporting and
protecting them. The intermediate soft structure represents
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the area in which waves are eliminated and energy is
absorbed; this zone is approximately 8∼10 m thick. Finally,
the external strong structure is a stable layer composed of the
original rock mass that has not been disturbed by mining
and extends throughout the entire formation. In this context, the use of foam concrete as the intermediate soft
structural material plays an important role in preventing and
controlling the occurrence of rock bursts and in supporting
roadways.
The mechanical properties of foam concrete have been
investigated extensively over the past few decades.
Ramamurthy et al. [9] reviewed the classification of the
properties of foam concrete and summarized the proportioning, preparation, consistency, stability, physical
properties, mechanical properties, durability, and functional characteristics of foam concrete. Jones and
McCarthy [10] noted that the foam concrete experienced
less shrinkage due to drying when sand was used instead
of fly ash because sand is more resistant to shrinkage than
fly ash. Li et al. [11] analysed the void system of foam
concrete and concluded that the microscopic distribution
of voids affects the overall strength. Other studies have
been conducted to better understand its physical and
chemical properties. Habel et al. [12] and Liu et al. [13]
studied the mechanical properties and microstructural
characteristics of concrete. Wee et al. [14] and K. G. Babu
and D. S. Babu [15] studied the preparation and mixing
design of foam concrete specimens. Panesar [16] and
Falliano et al. [17] studied the influences of foaming
agents on the mechanical properties of foam concrete
under static loading conditions. According to Falliano
et al. [17] and Kearsley and Wainwright [18], the compressive strength of foam concrete with a density of
1000∼1500 kg/m3 was 2.8∼19 MPa, and the compressive
strength increased with the experimentation time.
However, most previous studies that focused on the
characteristics of foam concrete, including those conducted by Ramamurthy et al. [9], She et al. [19], Nambiar
and Ramamurthy [20], Jones and McCarthy [21], Hajimohammadi et al. [22], and Ma and Chen [23], and the
studies by Liu et al. [24], Zhu and Xie [25], Tian et al. [26],
and Bagheri et al. [27], who examined the mechanical
properties of foam concrete, were performed under static
loading conditions.
Rock burst is one of the most serious dynamic disasters affecting the safety and efficiency of underground
coal mines. As shown in the strong-soft-strong structural
model [28], soft structural areas play a key role in dissipating and absorbing the energy released by rock burst
events throughout mine roadways and are used to prevent
their occurrence. The dynamic properties of foam concrete are important due to its rapid development and
widely accepted application. This paper presented the
results of an impact test on foam concrete by using a split
Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) device to better understand the behaviour of foam concrete under dynamic
loading as the soft structure in a coal mine roadway. The
behaviour of foam concrete under static loading was
presented as well.
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Figure 1: Strong-soft-strong structural model. 1, roadway; 2,
internal strong structure (6∼12 m); 3, intermediate soft structure
(8∼10 m); 4, external strong structure (the surrounding
formation).

2. Materials and Preparation of Specimens
2.1. Materials. The constituent materials for foam concrete
included river sand, fly ash, cement, foam agent, foam
stabilizer, and tap water. More detailed information on the
raw materials is listed in Table 1.
2.2. Mixing Design. The density of foam concrete is estimated according to the type and density of fly ash, sand,
cement, and water. Considering design densities of 1,000,
1,200, and 1,400 kg/m3, several foam concrete compositions using hydrogen peroxide as a foaming agent [29]
were defined. The obtained compositions produced foam
concrete mixtures with actual densities that do not match
exactly with the design densities (although it is possible to
recalculate the output density as described in Appendix
just by adjusting the design densities until output density
is the desired one). In the actual experiment, we used the
mixture with the actual density indicated in Table 2.
2.3. Preparation of Specimens. In the study, the mixing
process has an important influence on the bubble density,
distribution, and shape in foam concrete. The mixing
process was as follows:
(1) A common tilt drum was used to mix the cement, fly
ash or sand, and foam stabilizer (calcium stearate).
(2) The mixed material was dry mixed for approximately
1 min using a tilt drum. The mixture was mixed until
it was homogeneous and contained no lumps of
undispersed cement and sand.
(3) After stirring, the water and foaming agent were
added. After stirring for 1 min, the mixed material
was poured into preprepared Ø50 × 50 cylindrical
plastic moulds and Ø50 × 100 cylindrical aluminium
moulds [30]. The specimens did not require vibration. Figures 2 and 3 show the Ø50 × 50 cylindrical
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Table 1: Materials used and their descriptions.

Material
Portland
cement

Description
42.5R ordinary Portland cement (PC) with a density of 3,150 kg/m3, an initial setting time of 50 min, and a ﬁnal setting
time of 3 h and 30 min
Sand with a density of 2,520 kg/m3, a particle size of less than 5 mm, and an average ﬁneness of 2.50 was used as coarse
River sand
aggregate
Fly ash
Fly ash with an average grain diameter of 1–15 μm, class I parameters, and a density of 2,400 kg/m3
Foam agent
Industrial hydrogen peroxide at a 30% concentration
Catalyst
MnO2 catalysis
Foam stabilizer
Calcium stearate (C36H70CaO4)
Water
Tap water
Table 2: Mixing design for foam concrete with diﬀerent densities (per m3).
Design plastic density (kg/m3)

Cement type

1000

PC

1200

PC

1400

PC

Cement (kg)
658.77
658.17
765.19
764.38
864.68
863.64

Figure 2: Ø50 × 50 plastic mould.

plastic mould and Ø50 × 100 aluminium mould,
respectively.
(4) The specimens were placed under standard curing
conditions (temperature � 20 ± 2°C, relative humidity > 95%) for 24 h and then removed from the
mould. The specimens were maintained under
standard curing conditions for 28 days, after which
the cylindrical specimens were tested with each
impact speed of the SHPB.
The actual density was determined through weighing the
foam concrete sample and measuring the weights and
volumes of the moulds. The acceptable tolerance between the

Sand (kg)
164.69
—
191.30
—
216.17
—

Fly ash (kg)
—
164.54
—
191.10
—
215.91

Water (kg)
329.38
329.08
382.60
382.19
432.34
431.82

Foam agent (kg)
5.61
5.57
4.23
4.19
2.94
2.89

Figure 3: Ø50 × 100 aluminium mould.

design density and actual density was ﬁxed as ±50 kg/m3 for
the wet density of foam concrete.
Before the experiment, the actual density of each specimen was measured, and each specimen was given a unique
identiﬁcation number. Table 3 shows the design density,
specimen number, actual density, loading condition, and
impact velocity of both foam concrete with sand and foam
concrete with ﬂy ash. A total of 30 specimens were tested
under dynamic loading condition, and 6 reference specimens
were tested under static loading condition for comparison.
The type of foam concrete, design density, and serial number
can be identiﬁed by the unique specimen number as listed in
Table 2. The specimen number consists of the type of foam
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Table 3: Design density and actual density of each tested sample.

Foam
concrete

Design plastic density
(kg/m3)

1000

Foam
concrete
with sand

1200

1400

1000

Foam
concrete
with ﬂy ash

1200

1400

Specimen
number

Specimen diameter
(mm)

S-0-1
S-0-2
S-0-3
S-0-4
S-0-5
S-0-6
S-2-1
S-2-2
S-2-3
S-2-4
S-2-5
S-2-6
S-4-1
S-4-2
S-4-3
S-4-4
S-4-5
S-4-6
F-0-1
F-0-2
F-0-3
F-0-4
F-0-5
F-0-6
F-2-1
F-2-2
F-2-3
F-2-4
F-2-5
F-2-6
F-4-1
F-4-2
F-4-3
F-4-4
F-4-5
F-4-6

50.5
51.3
50.3
48.9
51.6
52.0
50.2
50.3
51.0
51.1
49.1
51.3
50.5
50.0
49.9
51.3
50.8
49.2
51.0
50.2
49.2
51.2
51.6
49.3
50.2
50.2
49.4
49.6
50.2
49.9
50.3
50.1
51.0
50.1
50.6
50.8

concrete (S-foam concrete with sand or F-foam concrete with
ﬂy ash), design density (0–1000 kg/m3, 2–1200 kg/m3, or 4–
1400 kg/m3), and serial number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6).

Specimen
height
(mm)
100.2
49.3
49.8
50.5
50.4
49.0
100.3
50.6
50.1
50.3
51.6
50.3
99.8
50.3
50.5
50.6
49.9
50.4
101.2
50.1
51.1
49.4
47.2
51.4
99.9
49.7
50.9
49.2
49.4
49.5
99.6
49.3
50.4
50.6
48.4
49.5

Weight
(g)
199.3
100.1
99.3
98.5
101.3
102.6
240.2
119.5
121.2
120.3
119.6
121.9
280.1
139.7
140.5
141.3
138.9
138.3
198.3
99.9
99.1
99.6
98.9
99.7
242.3
119.8
118.1
118.3
120.8
116.8
275.3
135.8
143.9
141.6
138.7
139.7

Impact
velocity
(m/s)
0
3
4
5
6
7
0
3
4
5
6
7
0
3
4
5
6
7
0
3
4
5
6
7
0
3
4
5
6
7
0
3
4
5
6
7

Loading
condition
Static loading
Dynamic
loading
Static loading
Dynamic
loading
Static loading
Dynamic
loading
Static loading
Dynamic
loading
Static loading
Dynamic
loading
Static loading
Dynamic
loading

3.2. Data Processing. Because the strain of the specimen can
be deduced from the displacement of the specimen at both
ends, the average stress and average strain can express the
situation of the specimen:

3. Experimental Procedure
3.1. Testing Setup and Methodology. Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the SHPB apparatus [31, 32], and Figure 5
shows photos of the SHPB device and velometer. For the
impact compression test, a 75 mm diameter SHPB device
was used consisting of the main body and measurement
system. The incident bar and transmission bar were made of
48CrMoA and were characterized by Young’s modulus of
210 GPa, a density of 7,850 kg/m3, and a stress wave velocity
of 5,172 m/s. Figure 6 presents a schematic illustration of the
dynamic test under partial magniﬁcation. The incident
signal εI (XG1 , t) and reﬂected signal εR (XG1 , t) were measured by strain gauge G1 aﬃxed to the incident bar, and the
transmitter signal εT (XG1 , t) was measured using strain
gauge G2 aﬃxed to the transmission bar.

Actual
density
(kg/m3)
993.5
982.8
1004.0
1039.1
961.6
986.4
1210.6
1189.1
1184.8
1166.8
1224.8
1173.1
1401.9
1415.2
1423.4
1351.7
1374.1
1444.1
959.7
1008.0
1020.6
979.8
1002.5
1016.6
1226.1
1218.5
1211.2
1245.0
1236.1
1207.2
1391.7
1398.0
1398.4
1420.3
1425.8
1393.1

ε_ �

C0
ε (t) − εr (t) − εt (t),
Ls i

ε�

C0 t
 ε (t) − εr (t) − εt (t)dt,
Ls 0 i

σ�

A0
E ε (t) − εr (t) − εt (t),
2As 0 i

(1)

where ε_ is the strain rate; ε is the axial strain; σ is the axial
stress; εi (t), εr (t), and εt (t) are the measured incident, reﬂected, and transmitted strain histories, respectively, of the
SHPB; A0 is the cross-sectional area of the bar; C0 and E0 are
Young’s modulus and stress wave speed, respectively, of the
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Momentum trap
Transmission bar

Specimen

Striker Gas gun

Incident bar
Strain
gauge

Strain
gauge

Wheatstone
bridge

Wheatstone
bridge

Dynamic strain meter

Computer

Oscilloscope

Figure 4: Schematic illustration of the SHPB device.

εI

εR

εT

Figure 6: Schematic illustration of the dynamic test under partial
magnification.

simulations. The traditional rectangular stress pulse displays
a smaller dispersion effect. Moreover, the half-sine stress
pulse is more controllable than the triangular stress pulse in
the propagation process, allowing the dispersion effect to be
effectively reduced [33]. For pulses in practical applications,
shaping technology can effectively reduce the dispersion
effect, thereby increasing the accuracy of the experiment.

Figure 5: SHPB device and velometer.

bar; and Ls and As are the length and initial cross-sectional
area, respectively.
When the stress in the specimen is uniform, we have
εi (t) + εr (t)  εt (t).
This equation can be simplified into the following:
2C
ε_  − 0 εr (t),
Ls
ε−

σ

2C0 t
 ε (t)dt,
Ls 0 r

(2)

(3)

A0
E ε (t).
As 0 t

3.2.1. Dispersion Effect. All aspects of the triangular stress
pulse and half-sine stress pulse can be obtained from theoretical research, experimental studies, and numerical

3.2.2. Stress Equilibrium. The stress distribution in the
specimen is the most significant at the beginning of the
impact compression, and the stress distribution becomes
uniform over time. In the early stage of deformation, the
stress distribution [34] is caused mainly by the different
stress levels at both ends of the specimen and is accompanied
by large oscillations.
The one-dimensional stress wave equation reveals the
following:
A
σ 1(t)  0 E0 εi(t) + εr(t) ,
As
(4)
A0
σ 2(t)  E0 εt(t) ,
As
where σ 1(t) and σ 2(t) are the stresses at the left and right ends
of the specimen, respectively.
Before the specimen fails, the stress will reach an
equilibrium state; therefore, as the stress pulse propagates
through the specimen, the specimen maintains a stable stress
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equilibrium state. If the propagation and attenuation of the
stress wave are not considered within the specimen and the
stress is evenly distributed in the specimen, then
σ 1(t) � σ 2(t) .

(5)

The nonuniformity of the internal stress of the specimen
is denoted as α(t) ; thus,


2σ 1(t) − σ 2(t) 
(6)
α(t) �
.
σ 1(t) + σ 2(t)
When α(t) < 5%, the stress distribution in the specimen
can be approximated as uniform.
3.3. Constant Strain Rate Loading. The constant strain rate
loading of a specimen aﬀects the accuracy of the test results.
During an experiment, a constant strain rate allows the
original independent variables to be given by a ﬁxed parameter. Furthermore, a constant strain rate allows for
a better understanding of the properties of the material and
enables the eﬀect of the transverse inertial eﬀect on the test to
be reduced.

4. Experimental Results and Discussions
4.1. Failure Modes. Under impact compression conditions,
the foam concrete exhibited diﬀerent damage modes under
diﬀerent impact velocities related to the diﬀerent densities.
During the impact process, the foam concrete did not suﬀer
damage instantaneously; instead, damage was a dynamic
process. The microdamage inside the foam concrete gradually evolved before ﬁnally causing visible damage.
According to an analysis of the degree of damage of the
specimen, a higher degree of damage occurred with an
increase in the impact velocity at the same density, and
a lower-density specimen suﬀered a higher degree of damage
at the same impact speed. The failure mode presented as
layer-by-layer collapse under impact loading, as shown in
Figure 7.
4.2. Behaviour of Foam Concrete under Impact Loading
4.2.1. Stress-Strain Curves. The dynamic compression
stress-strain curves of the foam concrete specimens with
sand with densities of 1,000, 1,200, and 1,400 kg/m3 are
shown for impact velocities of 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0 m/s in
Figure 8–10.
The dynamic compression stress-strain curves of the
foam concrete specimens with ﬂy ash with densities of 1,000,
1,200, and 1,400 kg/m3 are shown for impact velocities of 4.0,
5.0, and 6.0 m/s in Figure 11–13.
4.2.2. Three-Stage Response under Impact Loading. The peak
stress value increased as the impact velocity increased for
both the foam concrete with sand stress-strain curves and
the foam concrete with ﬂy ash stress-strain curves. As
Figure 14 shows, the dynamic failure of foam concrete could

be divided into three stages: a linear elastic stage, yield stage,
and pore wall failure stage.
The linear elasticity stage (I): at the beginning of loading,
the pore structure of foam concrete supported a certain
pressure, and the stress-strain curve approximately followed
a linear elastic behaviour, indicating that the initial pore
spaces within the foam concrete cannot be penetrated in
time and that there is no typical compaction stage. The stress
and strain were approximately linearly proportional.
The yielding stage (II): as the load continued to increase
and ultimately exceeded the maximum pressure of the pore
structure of the foam concrete specimen, the plastic strain
increased considerably, and the pores of the foam concrete
began to exhibit plastic collapse, suﬀering brittle damage.
The pore wall destruction stage (III): the pores of the foam
concrete expanded rapidly under dynamic loading after the
peak stress value was reached, and the foam concrete specimen began to display macroscopic damage. When the stress
value reached the maximum stress value, the pore walls within
the foam concrete began to be destroyed during the compaction process. The compressive capacity of the specimen
gradually decreased, and a macroscopic fracture surface
formed inside the foam concrete specimen. When the pore
structure of the foam concrete was completely destroyed, the
specimen was no longer subjected to the load.
At the early stage of loading, the stress-strain relationship of the foam concrete was linear; the incident energy of
the incoming bar was transformed into elastic energy within
the foam concrete. As the load increased, the spacing between the voids within the foam concrete could not bear the
load during the yielding stage, and either plastic or brittle
failure occurred between the pore walls; the incident energy
of the incident bar was transformed into plastic deformation
of the foam concrete. When the load reached the peak value,
the foam concrete expanded and ruptured; thus, the entire
structure of the foam concrete was destroyed, and the
specimen was no longer subjected to the load.
Several studies in the literature have shown that the use
of ﬂy ash instead of a certain amount of cement or sand can
improve the performance of cement mortar and the compressive strength increases with increasing density [9, 25].
Another study by Ramamurthy and Narayanan [35] showed
that at densities of 1,000, 1,200, and 1,400 kg/m3 and under
the same conditions, foam concrete with ﬂy ash has a higher
compressive strength than foam concrete with sand.
4.3. Impact Mechanical Properties
4.3.1. Strength Properties. The dynamic increase factor (DIF)
was used to describe the degree of enhancement under the
impact of foam concrete during the impact state. The DIF is
an important index of the compressive strength of a material
under impact loading and is expressed as follows:
f
DIF � c,d ,
(7)
fc,s
where fc,d is the compaction compression strength and fc,s
is the quasistatic pressure strength.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Typical failure modes of foam concrete under impact loading. (a) S-4-5. (b) S-0-3.
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Figure 8: Foam concrete with sand stress-strain curve at 1,000 kg/m3.
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Figure 9: Foam concrete with sand stress-strain curve at 1,200 kg/m3.

As shown in Figure 15, in the relationship between the
DIF and strain rate, the DIF increased with the strain rate.
The degree of damage of the foam concrete increased with an
increase in the strain rate via the destruction of the foam
concrete due to internal-external crack formation and development; the formation of new cracks required additional
energy. A faster impact caused more cracks to form, and
thus, more energy was consumed. Additionally, the DIF
decreased with an increase in the density of the foam
concrete.

4.3.2. Strain Rate and Ultimate Compressive Strength.
The experiments in this study showed that the dynamic
ultimate compressive strength of concrete increases with the
strain rate, and studies have shown that the compressive
strength increases as the strain rate increases. Figure 16
presents the relationship between the strain rate and ultimate compressive strength and shows that the dynamic
mechanical properties of foam concrete exhibited a strain
rate correlation similar to that of conventional concrete. The
dynamic ultimate compressive strength of foam concrete
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Figure 10: Foam concrete with sand stress-strain curve at 1,400 kg/m3.
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Figure 11: Foam concrete with fly ash stress-strain curve at 1,000 kg/m3.
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Figure 12: Foam concrete with fly ash stress-strain curve at 1,200 kg/m3.

was correlated with the strain rate when the strain rate was
10–100 s−1. The degree of fragmentation also increased.
For porous materials similar to foam concrete, the strain
rate dependence of their dynamic mechanical properties is

due mainly to the presence of gas within the cavities. Hence,
when compression was applied, the contact resistance of the
pore walls within the foam concrete produced collision
resistance, which increased the energy loss and accelerated
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Figure 13: Foam concrete with fly ash stress-strain curve at 1,400 kg/m3.
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Figure 14: Three stages of dynamic failure of foam concrete.
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Figure 15: Relationship between the dynamic increase factor (DIF)
and strain rate.

4.3.3. Density and Ultimate Compressive Strength.
Kearsley and Wainwright [18] showed that the ultimate
compressive strength of foam concrete under static loading
decreases exponentially with decreasing density. In this
experiment, the specimen density had a significant effect on
the mechanical properties of foam concrete. Figure 17 shows
a comparison among the relationships between the ultimate
compressive strength and density for specimens with different densities. For these different specimens, a lower
density of the foam concrete resulted in a more porous
interior, and an increase in the number of voids within the
foam concrete led to more hole defects, thereby reducing the
macrodensity of the specimen. The ultimate compressive
strength of foam concrete increased with increasing density
at the same impact velocity. In addition, the ultimate
compressive strength of the foam concrete with fly ash was
higher than that of the foam concrete with sand.
4.3.4. Impact Toughness. From a macroscopic perspective,
toughness can be defined as the ability of a material to absorb
energy from loading to failure; thus, toughness is a combination of both material strength and ductility. Impact
toughness is related to not only the strength of the material
but also the strain when the material is damaged. The strain
energy density at the time of failure can be obtained by
integrating the stress-strain curve area before the stress is
removed. Because toughness reflects an eigenvalue stress, the
complete mechanical response of the material before the
strain is applied is not a single eigenvalue, and the experimental error produces a smaller discrepancy with higher
data reliability.
The tenacity (RP) is the area between the stress-strain
curve and the strain axis, and the specific energy absorption
(SEA) is the stress wave energy absorbed by the foam
concrete. The SEA takes many experimental factors into
consideration, and thus, the result is closer to the actual
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Figure 16: Relationship between the strain rate and ultimate
compressive strength.
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Figure 17: Relationship between the actual density and ultimate
compressive strength.

value of the material’s impact toughness. Two kinds of
impact toughness evaluation indices were chosen to analyse
the foam concrete specimens. The relationships of the RP
and SEA with the strain rate are shown in Figures 18 and 19,
respectively. The peak toughness of foam concrete increased
with an increasing strain rate. Two different relationships
with the strain rate were considered here. According to
Figures 18 and 19, the average strain rate continued to rise
regardless of whether the RP or SEA was used as an indicator. Accordingly, these results reflect the consistency
and rationality of these two indicators and demonstrate the
reliability and stability of the results.

4.4. Comparison between Quasistatic and Dynamic Mechanical Behaviours. An electrohydraulic servo test system
was used to test the Ø50 × 100 mm cylindrical specimens.
The two ends of the foam concrete were polished to reduce
the friction between the pressing plate and foam concrete
specimen, thereby reducing the friction on the transverse
deformation during the test. From the beginning of loading
to the maximum loading, the foam concrete did not crack.
As the load was further increased to the maximum load,
a small crack appeared in the middle and lower parts of the
specimen. With further increases in the load and thus the
stress, additional cracks began to appear; the specimen
began to fracture as the cracks extended into the main
cracks.
Figure 20 shows the quasistatic stress-strain curves of the
foam concrete specimens with sand, and Figure 21 shows the
quasistatic stress-strain curves of the foam concrete specimens with fly ash. Based on the quasistatic stress-strain
curves of foam concrete with sand and foam concrete with
fly ash shown in Figures 20 and 21, respectively, the stressstrain curve could be divided into three parts: an elastic state,
a stress drop state, and a compaction state. With an increase
in the specimen density, the stress increased gradually, but
the effects of the stress did not increase significantly. The
residual strength of the foam concrete with fly ash after
crushing was very small. A large difference was observed
relative to the strength of the foam concrete with sand; the
greater the density was, the greater the residual strength was.
Comparing the peaks of the stress-strain curves, the peaks
for the foam concrete with fly ash were greater than those for
the foam concrete with sand.
The material density of foam concrete had an influence on
its mechanical properties. With an increase in the density, the
yield strength, platform stress, and energy absorption capacity
of the foam concrete obviously improved. The stress-strain
behaviour appeared to be a function of the material composition and density. The stress increased with the density,
and the foam concrete presented different characteristics
when fly ash was used. The compressive strength of foam
concrete with fly ash was higher than that of foam concrete
with sand. The stress-strain curves exhibited different stages,
which were interpreted as a function of the pore structure. The
material strength is normally a function of the porosity, but in
this paper, a 20% increase in density did not result in a significant increase in strength. This was related to the material,
type of foaming agent, and curing process used in the
preparation of foam concrete; in this study, this phenomenon
was due mainly to the foaming agent.
The dynamic ultimate compressive strength of foam
concrete was greater than the static ultimate compressive
strength. Under quasistatic loading, foam concrete exhibited
obvious ductility and toughness characteristics. The failure
mode under quasistatic loading was compaction, and the
dynamic failure mode was layer-by-layer collapse.

5. Conclusions
Foam concrete boasts certain advantages over ordinary
concrete (e.g., a low density, an excellent thermal efficiency,
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Figure 18: Relationship between the tenacity (RP) and the strain
rate.
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Figure 20: Quasistatic stress-strain curves of the foam concrete
with sand.
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Figure 19: Relationship between the specific energy absorption
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a high sound absorption capacity, and excellent flowability
and self-compaction properties) that allow it to have a wide
range of applications and a high research value. The dynamic
mechanical properties of foam concrete under an impact
load were analysed via static compression tests and dynamic
impact tests. The relationships between the strength, deformation, impact toughness, and impact velocity of foam
concrete were studied, and the failure modes of foam
concrete were analysed. The following conclusions were
drawn based on the results:
(1) The stress-strain curves of the foam concrete
exhibited a strain platform due to the absorption of
a large amount of energy in both static compression

Density increases
Stress increases
Stress drop state

Compaction state

Elastic state
0.002

0.004

0.006
Strain

0.008

0.010

0.012

1000 kg/m3
1200 kg/m3
1400 kg/m3

Figure 21: Quasistatic stress-strain curves of the foam concrete
with fly ash.

and dynamic impact tests. This finding provides
a reference for further research on the use of foam
concrete as a soft structure in underground coal
mines subjected to dynamic loading.
(2) In the static compression test, the stress of the foam
concrete increased with increasing density. Under
the same density, the stress of the foam concrete
without fly ash was lower than that of the foam
concrete with fly ash.
(3) In the dynamic impact test, the stress-strain curve of
foam concrete was divided into a linear elastic stage,
a yield stage, and a pore wall destruction stage.
Under the same impact speed, the degree of damage
became increasingly serious with increasing density.
At the same density, the degree of damage increased
with an increase in the impact velocity.
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(4) In the dynamic loading test, the dynamic compressive strength of foam concrete increased with an
increase in the strain rate. The degree of fragmentation also increased, showing a signiﬁcant correlation with the strain rate. The relationship between
the DIF and relevant strain rate exhibited a signiﬁcant damage softening eﬀect. Furthermore, the impact toughness of foam concrete continuously
increased with an increase in the average strain rate.

Appendix
The relationships between the cement-ﬂy ash (sand)-bubblewater raw material in foam concrete are as follows:
ρ∓ � Sa Mc + Mfa ,

(A.1)

ρ∓ � Sa Mc + Ms ,

(A.2)

Mw � φ Mc + Mfa ,

(A.3)

Mw � φMc ,

(A.4)

Mfa � λMc ,

(A.5)

Ms � λMc ,

(A.6)

where ρ∓ is the design density of foam concrete (kg/m3), Sa
is the mass coeﬃcient determined for the total amount of
each component and the nonevaporable material in the
foam concrete (for ordinary Portland cement, the value is
1.2), Mc is the amount of cement used in every cube of
foam concrete (kg), Mfa (Ms ) is the amount of ﬂy ash
(sand) used in every cube of foam concrete (kg), Mw is the
water consumption in every cube of foam concrete (kg), φ
is the cement water ratio (0.5), and λ is the rate of ﬂy ash
(sand) replacement.
The total volume of slurry consisting of cement, ﬂy ash
(sand), and water is V1, and the amount of foam in every
cube of foam concrete is V2:
M
M M
V1 � fa + c + w ,
(A.7)
ρfa
ρc
ρw
V2 � k 1 − V1 ,

(A.8)

where ρfa (ρs ), ρc , and ρw are the densities of ﬂy ash (sand),
cement, and water, respectively. k is the wealth factor and is
typically between 1.1 and 1.4.
The amount of foam agent is expressed as
V2
Mf � M h
,
(A.9)
β · 0.0224
where Mf is the amount of foam agent in every cube of foam
concrete, Mh is the amount of foam agent generated per
1 mol (22.4 L) of gas according to the chemical reaction
equation, and β is the purity of the foaming agent.
For 1000 kg/m3 foam concrete with sand, the calculation
(1 m3) is as follows:

The total mass of cement and sand is 1000 kg/
1.2 � 833.3333 kg.
The mass fraction of sand substituted for the cement
tested was 0.2. The mass of sand is 833.3333 kg ∗ 0.2 �
166.6667 kg.
The mass of cement is 833.3333 kg − 166.6667 kg �
666.6666 kg.
The cement water ratio is 0.5.
The mass of water is 666.6666 kg ∗ 0.5 � 333.3333 kg.
The total volume of slurry consisting of cement, sand,
and water is 166.6667 kg/2,520 kg/m3 + 666.6666 kg/
3,150 kg/m3 + 333.3333 kg/1,000 kg/m3 � 0.6111 m3.
The amount of foam in every cube of foam concrete is
1.4 ∗ (1 − 0.6111 m3) � 0.5445 m3.
The chemical equation of H2O2 (hydrogen peroxide) is
2H2 O2 ·H2 O + O2 ⟶ H2 O + O2
2 moles of H2O2 can release 1 mole of O2, which means
every 68 g of H2O2 can release 22.4 L O2.
The mass of H2O2 is 0.068 ∗ 0.5445/0.0224 � 1.6529 kg.
The mass of foam agent is 1.30 kg/0.3 � 5.5098 kg.
Sum of Masses: 666.6666 kg + 166.6667 kg + 333.3333 kg
+ 5.5098 kg � 1172.1764 kg
Sum of Volumes: 0.6111 m3 + 0.5445 m3 � 1.1556 m3
Obtained density: 1014.34 kg/m3.
To obtain a speciﬁc design foam concrete density, need
to adjust successively the input density until obtaining
the output density equal to the design density.
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